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Abstract—MQTT is the de facto industry standard for publishsubscribe-based messaging, as it becomes widely adopted, the
risk of it being attacked by cyber criminals rises. This paper tries
to elaborate whether it is possible to exhaust the resources of a
commonly used MQTT broker using a newly developed tool. The
aim of the tool is to conduct several test cases with a continuous
complexity in order to simulate a Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attack. The paper will additionally discuss the conducted
test cases as well as the corresponding results and resulting
statistics covering CPU, Processes and System performance. The
test cases included the performance of TLS connections vs. non
TLS connections, as well as the usage of different Quality of
Service levels.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays the term IoT (Internet of Things) is a commonly
used buzzword, it is about making various consumer electronic
devices smarter by connecting them to the internet and to
cloud services. MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport)
is today one of the most popular messaging protocols for use
on the top of the TCP/IP protocol. It is convenient for realtime communication between embedded devices and services.
MQTT was invented in 1999 by IBM and was initially only
internally used by them. In 2010 IBM released version 3.1
of MQTT royalty free. Since then several companies have
adopted MQTT to their needs. One of the most famous
applications using MQTT is the Facebook Messenger. The
MQTT protocol was able to tackle the most common problems
the developers were facing such as bandwidth and battery
lifetime [1]. The rising development lead to the introduction
of numerous MQTT brokers such as the most popular and
widest used MQTT brokers: HIVEMQ[2], RabbitMQ [3] and
the open source Mosquitto [4].
In our digital and connected world IT-Security is preset every
day, it doesn’t matter whether you are purchasing something
online, making a payment with online banking or accessing
personal documents on the internet. The main idea of the
Internet of Things (IoT) is to provide a connection to every
single device of your daily use. While all of these devices
can hold some sort of confidential and personal information,
you do not want to share with everyone. Therefore it is
important to focus on the protective pillars of information
security: confidentiality, integrity and availability. [5]. In
autumn 2016 news about the Mirai-Botnet what affected more
than 49.657[6] Internet of Things (IoT) hosts appeared. Closed
Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras besides of Digital Video

Recorders (DVRs) and routers with low or none security
configurations were the main target of the spreading malware.
The Mirai malware spread itself by performing dictionary
attacks [6] which is a subcategory of the Brute-Force method,
to gain access to devices. After the malware gained access
on the target system, the infected systems were used to start
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks against several
IP ranges to force a shutdown of network system components
due to a massive amount of requests sent over the Internet. Due
to a research done by Securelist [7], DDoS attacks have been
almost doubled in 2017. The most widely used techniques for
those large scale attacks were syn (sending multiple TCP SYN
Messages, so called SYN-Flood attack), TCP (Transmission
Control Protocol) based attacks, UDP (User Datagram Protocol), HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) and ICMP (Internet
Control Message Protocol) based attacks, however as the
researchers stated: ”complex attacks that can only be repelled
with sophisticated protection mechanisms are becoming more
frequent.”[7] which likely predicts a new area of targeted,
highly complex attacks. Since IoT and Industry 4.0 is on
its way, or already there, DDoS attacks will likely adopt
to IoT protocols and target large scale industry applications.
Therefore it is inevitable to test the one of the main pillars of
it-security, the availability of IoT based protocols. The aim
of this paper is to provide a Proof of Concept tool (PoC)
which tries to simulate a DoS (Denial of Service) attack on
the common used open source MQTT broker Mosquitto. To
perform a Denial of Service attack, a tool has been developed
which tries to evaluate whether TLS connections and the QoS
level have a significant overhead on the performance of the
broker.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In terms of availability and load testing for MQTT based
Brokers there has been quite a lot of research over the last
years. The main purpose of the current research however
was the scalability and the number of concurrent client connections to a MQTT Broker. A recently published paper by
Scaleagent [8] analysed five different MQTT brokers and their
capabilities of handling concurrent connections (Number of
publishers (connections) = delivered throughput (messages
per second[8]). The researchers showed that the Mosquitto
Broker was capable of handling up to 4000 publishers at a
time, above that mark Mosquitto was not able to keep up

